Seven Reasons why Availity helps improve processes and optimize revenue

1. Availity reduces the authorization timeline from days to minutes, streamlining workflows and reducing the number of denials.

2. Availity automatically checks CPT-eligibility and benefits, ensuring users don’t waste time when an authorization isn’t required.

3. Providers can maintain optimal capacity, ensuring clinical staff and equipment are not unnecessarily idle, which helps improve yield.

4. Availity delivers a touchless experience for many authorizations, allowing users to work only those that require manual intervention.

5. Users can better manage workload, reducing day-to-day stress and allowing them to work ahead.

6. Availity reduces the costs associated with manual workflows, allowing providers to redeploy staff to revenue-generating activities.

7. Patients can schedule appointments more quickly, improving their satisfaction and the satisfaction of referring providers.

Is this you? Learn how Availity can automate your authorization process—Availity.com/auths